HF7946 Outperforms the OEM Voith 90.4399.11 Transmission Filter

Cummins Filtration leads the market in technology, performance and engineering. It is this market leadership that once again allows Cummins Filtration to provide filtration that meets and exceeds the performance of the OEM filter, thereby allowing Cummins Filtration to provide the best protection for these high performance transmissions.

As part of our warranty protection coverage, Cummins Filtration recently completed transmission filter testing which compared the performance of our HF7946 to the Voith 90.4339.11.

Efficiency
Fleetguard and Voith provide equivalent protection from particles as shown in the below chart:
Capacity
Fleetguard provides a significant advantage over Voith for capacity, meaning that Fleetguard’s filtration will last longer without plugging.

Element Collapse
This is a measure of the filter element’s structural integrity under pressure provided by the fluid system. Again, Fleetguard provides a significant strength advantage over the OEM filter. This means less likelihood of a filtration failure due to a pressure spike.